SNAPSHOTS, THE PHOTOGRAPHY SOCIETY
Snapshots, the Photography Society of Miranda House provides a platform for a small
dedicated group of aspiring photographers and photography enthusiasts. The society
encourages its members to delve into the creative sphere as well as the technicalities of this art
form. The 2015 -16 year was quite an exciting one, full of activities.The objective of the society
has been to promote photography within the interested students of Miranda House. This has
been achieved by going on weekly photo walks, holding meetings frequently and active
participation in competitions and workshops across University colleges. Regular team
interactions and activities help in building a strong sense of teamwork and joy in learning and
sharing.The society has been going for weekly photo walks throughout the year. These photo
walks have been diverse in nature. The society visited heritage sites in the city for Architectural
Photography, markets for Street Photography and also engaged in Landscape and Portrait
Photography. The theme-based photo walks were followed by interactive sessions. This year we
went to places like the Humayuns Tomb, Lotus Temple, Safdarjung Tomb, Jantar Mantar, Majnu
ka Tila and Dilli Haat.
This year Snapshots collaborated with Campus Diaries as part oftheir campaign 25 Under 25.
The aim of this campaign was to bring together the definitive community of India’s brightest
young creators and change makers, under the age of 25 and give them a platform to showcase
their works.
Snapshots conducted a workshop on Documentary Photography in association with Campus
Diaries guided by well-known photographers Vicky Roy and Chandan Gomes. Students from
across Delhi University, attended this workshop. Vicky Roy was awarded the MIT Media
Fellowship in 2014.
Snapshots extensively covered the annual festival Tempest, 2016. The society members also
operated a photo booth in the college during 2 days of the fest.
The Annual Photography Exhibition of Snapshots Multitudo2016 was held on 10-11 March 2016.
Multitudo was a two-day festival with the photography exhibition displaying the works of the
society members. The society also conducted workshops on both the days. The first workshop
was conducted in association with Canon and eminent travel photographer, Jassi Oberai,
conducted the second workshop. The workshops were open events and were followed by
interactive sessions with the professional photographers.

